Favourite plants for pet rabbits

Q9 If you have any tips or comments about favourite plants for rabbits,
please add them here.
Answered: 53

Skipped: 280

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Kale is their favourite by far even above dandelions!

3/22/2018 9:47 AM

2

They really like yukka leaves and nibble the ends... does not seem you have done any harm!

3/22/2018 9:47 AM

3

Too much grass nibbling gives one of my rabbits the runs

3/21/2018 11:28 PM

4

I just pick weeds & grass that grows in my garden as I know it’s safe. They can’t tolerate much
greens & get a dodgy tummy

3/21/2018 10:58 PM

5

Pansy flowers , clover flowers GONE??

3/21/2018 10:00 PM

6

My rabbits love the dried herb mixes from Small Pet Select, the Barley biscuits from Oxbow, and
apple sticks from Small pet select

3/21/2018 7:30 PM

7

My lot LOVE cavallero nero (sp) cabbage

3/21/2018 3:11 PM

8

I normally buy Woodland herbal forage which is a mixture of dried wildflower and other bits and
pieces. My rabbit loves it.

3/21/2018 2:14 PM

9

they love grazing on the grass lawn. they eat ANY leaves from trees and like brown crisp leaves.
they graze and run through lavender and rosemary bushes. they nibble to leaves of wild bluebell
(not the flowers) and chop down other garden plants - sometimes eating, sometimes not.

3/21/2018 2:14 PM

10

Dried apple or hazel twigs

3/20/2018 9:15 PM

11

Have been put off gathering food not inside own garden since vhd2

3/19/2018 6:11 PM

12

offer a selection. rabbit will eat anything if no choice

3/19/2018 3:36 PM

13

Ours enjoy more things when it's winter, probably out of desparation! We feed whole brambles,
hawthorn etc.

3/19/2018 12:34 PM

14

Learning to forage is the best thing I ever did. Wash everything and dry on racks. Let them eat
fresh too and save some for winter

3/19/2018 12:00 PM

15

I buy dried herbs Plantain fav followed by Dandelion

3/19/2018 7:47 AM

16

Just that grass seems to have such a positive effect on them! And a dried food called grunhopper.

3/19/2018 12:55 AM

17

Not keen on fruit definitely prefer leaves and leafy greens

3/18/2018 11:57 PM

18

Dandelion is a favourite

3/18/2018 6:09 PM

19

Best investment was a cheap drier (£30) and have fed the rabbits foraged dried food all through
winter. They scoot out when it’s the dried stuff so must love it

3/18/2018 5:53 PM

20

One of favourites herb in my bunnies opinion is a Plantago lanceolata

3/18/2018 3:53 PM

21

I only forage dock in early spring and feed sparingly as an oxalis. I feed dandelion leaves not
flowers (bees). Vetches given sparingly. Bindweed avoided. Brambles fix GI issues fast either way
as a gut rebalancer and if added when new foods are introduced can prevent GI issues.

3/18/2018 3:42 PM

22

I am not confident in knowing which wild plants are safe for my rabbit

3/18/2018 3:26 PM

23

Just to say that rabbits vary in their favourites and are more or less interested in individual plants
depending on the time of year

3/18/2018 3:24 PM

24

All the crumbs can be baked into cakes with mosh banana and det crumbles from rabbit pellets.

3/18/2018 3:14 PM

25

I live semi rural so foraging away from pesticides is good. Spoiled bunnies are very fussy though!.

3/18/2018 3:09 PM

26

Twigs and leaves of apple, young hawthorn and willow are their favourite foods

3/18/2018 2:43 PM

27

I keep a stock of dried wild herbs at all times

3/18/2018 2:31 PM
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28

Lots of the wild plants grow in my garden so rabbits help themselves!

3/18/2018 2:30 PM

29

My rabbits enjoy Thai basil, but counted this with regular basil in my answers

11/18/2017 11:13 AM

30

Willow twigs of fresh can be put in s glass of water. New leaves grow from the twig and the
bunnies love to nibble the new growth then strip the green bark from the twig. Available on eBay
Northumbrian willow for small pets and parrots.

8/30/2017 7:14 PM

31

They love Cabbage and meadow hay

8/3/2017 3:38 PM

32

Ribwort plantain (leaves only) are absolute favourite. Willow is also and I never get chance to dry
ithe so it's eaten so quickly! Leafier varieties of lavender are favourites. Apple leaves and twigs are
adored.

8/3/2017 1:49 PM

33

My rabbits all love fuchsia both flowers and foliage

8/2/2017 10:50 PM

34

tree bark, spirea,

8/2/2017 10:35 PM

35

Too much fennel leave caused upset tummy.

8/2/2017 10:01 PM

36

I have two Rabbits with the snuffles, so grow echinacea for them.

8/2/2017 6:39 PM

37

I find it hard to idebrody safe plants but mine seem to sample everything in the garden/offered and
then ignore what they don't like and go demolish things that taste good to them (to no ill effect so
far) despite me not identifying what they have eaten

8/2/2017 5:33 PM

38

Rabbit favourites include anything clearly forbidden that isn't an onion

8/2/2017 5:23 PM

39

I plant fly repelling plants around the areas my bunnies go such as lemon balm, basil and lavender
which they love to eat. I feed tannin rich branches to help keep coccidia away as rabbits run in
huge area. I add wildflower grass seed to lawn and dandelion seeds.

7/4/2017 11:07 PM

40

cornflowers and pansy flowers

6/13/2017 7:33 PM

41

Any new plant I buy from the garden centre esp geraniums delphiniums penstemon etc

6/13/2017 4:48 PM

42

Some of the things you mention I would not offer my rabbits but there wasn't a button for that.

6/13/2017 7:04 AM

43

plantain is a firm favourite! brambles are a gut soother and willow is a natural anti inflammatory

6/12/2017 3:19 AM

44

I moved to a pellet and hay diet, greens and forage (fresh or dried) are now only treat food

6/12/2017 12:02 AM

45

grow dandilions,use cut leaves and they will regrow

6/11/2017 11:12 PM

46

One of my rabbits has eaten two cordylines and ornamental grasses, no adverse affects.

6/11/2017 9:09 PM

47

Silver birch and hawthorn are big hits

6/11/2017 12:58 PM

48

Mine has free reign of the garden and eats what he wants. I try to plant only rabbit safe plants so
he can get a broad spectrum diet, through I have an on going buttercup problem.

6/11/2017 12:28 PM

49

I buy packets of bunny friendly mixed grasses and plants and grow patches in my garden and also
on trays on the window sill

6/11/2017 11:38 AM

50

Their preferences change when their health changes, throughout the year and with the maturity of
the plant

6/11/2017 10:16 AM

51

I prefer feeding forage and for the most part, my rabbits prefer eating it too as there's a wide array
near us, and gives them more variety. Goosegrass is generally hit or miss. Root vegetable, fruit,
and brassicas are generally fed rarely.

6/11/2017 12:20 AM

52

Thank You for introducing me to foraging for rabbits

6/10/2017 11:27 PM

53

I bought a food dehydrator and I use the hand book to aid recognition book your Twigs Way

6/10/2017 11:01 PM
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